AND THE WINNER IS...

MISS EXOTIC
OREGON 2014
UNDRESSED FOR SUCCESS

INTO THE NIGHTVISION
WITH JULIAN WILDE

BRODIE GRODY
FROM DEVILS POINT

PLUS! RESOLUTIONS YOU CAN’T BREAK
2-4-1 Lap dances all day
Games, prizes & give-a-ways

Join us
January 23rd

Masquerade Ball
SPEARMINT RHINO
PORTLAND
Formerly Wild Orchid Gentlemen’s Club

15826 SE Division St / 503-894-9219 / Open 1PM to 2:30AM daily
Club Rouge - Downtown Portland • Next to Hotels

Club Rouge
a Gentlemen’s Lounge

403 SW Stark St • Portland, OR 97204
(At the Corner of SW 4th Ave & Stark St)
(503) 227-3936 • www.facebook.com/ClubRouge.PDX
www.ClubRougePDX.net

Now Hiring All Exceptional Dancers
6PM-8PM Daily

Bachelor/ Bachelorette Party Packages

Video Lottery
Check out the Latest Games

Throwback Absolut Industry Party Every Sunday!
No Cover Charge, Special Prices on All Absolut Flavors & Absolut Gear Giveaways
BLUSH
GENTLEMEN'S CLUB

CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN. ONE MILE SOUTH OF THE ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE
OPEN MON-FRI 11AM-2:30AM • SAT NOON-2:30AM
SUN 4PM-2:30AM

BEAUTIFUL NUDE DANCERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

FULL BAR
FULL MENU
LOTTERY GAMES

CORPORATE, BACHELOR & BIRTHDAY PARTY PACKAGES

THE HOME OF THE
$4.95 16 OZ. TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER!

HAPPY HOUR!
4PM-7PM

Auditions
ALWAYS HIRING DANCERS (18 & OVER)
DAILY AUDITIONS • IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

5145 SE McLoughlin Blvd | 503-236-8559
NO COVER EVER!
DANCERS WANTED!
CALL (503) 252-3529 TO SET UP AN AUDITION
TWO STAGES, PLUS A MINORS' STAGE & LARGE DRESSING ROOM WITH SHOWER AND TANNING BED!

JOIN US FOR
SUNDAY & MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL!
5 BIG SCREENS! 2 ON THE SMOKING PATIO & 3 INSIDE!

TIJUANA TUESDAYS
TEQUILA SPECIALS & 3 TACOS FOR $3
NEW DAILY FOOD & DRINK SPECIALS!
ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!

HOME OF THE DOLLAR DANCES!

EROTIC 2-GIRL SHOWS EVERY DAY - ALL DAY AND NIGHT, ON STAGE AND IN THE HOT TUB!

BIGGEST HEATED SMOKING PATIO IN PORTLAND!

NOW OPEN
2PM-2:30AM DAILY
4 VIP CHAMPAGNE ROOMS
17544 SE STARK ST • (503) 252-3529
HEATHER'S ANGELS
PDX'S ADULT BOOKING AGENCY

HAVE TALENT?
WANT CASH?
WANT ADULT ENTERTAINERS?

WE HIRE!
WE STAFF!

ADULT PERFORMERS
CABARET & STRIP CLUB
NUDE DANCERS 18+
JUICE BARS
LINGERIE MODELS
LINGERIE SHOPS
GOGO DANCERS
DANCE HALLS
BIKINI/TOPLESS BARTENDERS/BARISTAS
BAR PROMOTIONS
BIKINI/TOPLESS COCKTAIL WAITRESSES
BIKINI COFFEE SHOPS
ADULT PICS & FILMS
PHOTOGRAPHY & PORN
FORMAL ESCORTS/TRAVEL COMPANIONS
DATES & EVENTS
FEMALE DOMINATRIX EXPERTS
DUNGEONS

EXCLUSIVE BOOKING AGENT FOR PORTLAND'S HOTTEST CLUB

ALL 4 FAMOUS
PUSSYCATS SHOPS

XPOSE

AND SO MUCH MORE!
CALL US TODAY, TO MAKE SURE YOUR TALENT IS REWARDED AND YOUR BUSINESS HAS THE BEST GIRLS IN TOWN!!!
CALL HEATHER TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT 503-680-1538
OR VISIT US AT WWW.PDXANGELS.COM
Peyton

PORTLAND’S PREMIER STRIP CLUB!
3000 SE POWELL BLVD  •  (503) 231-9199

FOUR STAGES  CRUISER PATIO  VIP ROOM  ATM  FULL MENU  FULL BAR

NEW HAPPY HOUR
COME SEE!!!
BARELY-LEGAL PARTY
FRIDAY, JAN 17

Wet LUBE WRESTLING
FRIDAY, JAN 31 @ 9PM

WATCH ALL BOWL & BLAZERS GAMES HERE!

$7 RIBEYE
FREE POOL
SUNDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS

HAPPY HOUR
MON-SAT 1PM-6:30PM

PLAY LOTTERY GAMES HERE!

SPONSORED BY
Cathie's

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM
@SAFARISHOWCLUB

WWW.SAFARISHOWCLUB.COM POWERED BY XOTICSPOT • CALL TO BOOK BACHELOR PARTIES!
AUDITIONS DAILY • 18 & OVER • CALL (503) 231-9199 OR STOP BY CLUB
Featuring Portland’s hottest barely-legal dancers.

The party doesn’t stop when the bars close...

We party ’til the sun comes up!

Now with electronic hookah.

Friction dances, VIP rooms, bed dances, free pool, e-hookah & topless lady DJs.
MS. MYSTIC REVUE
PRESENTED BY CÎROC VODKA
& BOUTIQUE SALE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8
10-50% OFF!

4TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY
THURSDAY, JANUARY 23
LIVE PERFORMANCES BY
LOVE STREET & DITCH DIGGER
1ST ANNUAL STRIPPER OLYMPICS
DRINK SPECIALS & MORE

FALCO'S PUB
(503) 477-9628 • DAILY 11AM-2:30AM • FREE WI-FI
KARAOKE THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
COME IN AND WATCH BLAZERS GAMES WITH YOUR FRIENDS!

NEW BOOKING AGENT
Auditions Daily
Contact John (503) 803-1830

NFL PLAYOFFS
YOUR HOME FOR EVERY NFL PLAYOFF
AND COLLEGE FOOTBALL BOWL GAME
JAG'S

CLUBHOUSE

DANCERS & COCKTAILS

605 N COLUMBIA BLVD • (503) 289-1351
OPEN 11AM-2AM DAILY • BACK PATIO
HIRING QUALITY ENTERTAINERS 21+
AUDITIONS 11AM-4PM DAILY

GREAT BEER & COCKTAIL SPECIALS!
HAPPY HOUR 2PM-7PM
AT BOTH LOCATIONS!

Stiletto

lingerie modeling

KINKIEST
FETISH AND
TOY SHOWS
IN TOWN!

FULLY EQUIPPED
DUNGEON AVAILABLE!

COUPLES
WELCOME!

NOW HIRING
HOT MODELS!

Karrisa

OPEN 24/7 • 7827 SE POWELL BLVD • 503-508-4090
WWW.STILETTOPORTLAND.COM

Hawthorne Strip

1008 SE HAWTHORNE BLVD • (503) 232-9516
HIRING QUALITY ENTERTAINERS 21+
AUDITIONS 2PM-5PM DAILY

CLOTHING OPTIONAL

ONLY AT THE PARIS

24 HOURS WEEKENDS
11-MIDNITE WEEKDAYS
ALWAYS 18 & OVER

SIX SW 3RD  503.295.7308
RAYSPARISTHEATRE.COM
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KIT KAT CLUB

WINNER OF PDX STRIPPERS’ BEST CLUB
BRINGING THE SHOW BACK TO SHOWCLUBS

PORTLAND’S FAVORITE COMEDIANS AND EMCEES...

ERIC CASH ON WEDNESDAYS
RICHIE STRATTON ON THURSDAYS
NIK SIN ON FRIDAYS
RICHIE STRATTON ON SATURDAYS

VIDEO POKER & KENO HERE NOW!

231 SW ANKENY ST • NO COVER • OPEN 5PM - 2:30AM DAILY • FACEBOOK.COM/KITKATCLUBPDX

Located In Downtown Portland, Next To Voodoo Doughnuts
FEATURES

DARK DAYS IN STRIP CITY

time to check yourself pdx

page 20

by John Voge

FAIL-PROOF RESOLUTIONS

guaranteed & unbreakable

page 22

by Richie Stratton

A MISS EXOTIC SHOWDOWN

live, nude & uncensored

page 24

photos by Hypnox

INTO THE WILDE

capturing erotic visions

page 36

by Ambered & Julian Wilde

INSIDE STUFF

EROTIC CITY

PINUP CALENDAR

EROTISCOPES

TALES FROM THE DJ BOOTH

EXOTIC CLASSIFIEDS

EROTIC MUSE

PG. 20

PG. 28

PG. 38

PG. 42

PG. 44

PG. 46

Exotic is not liable for any images of models used by advertisers to promote products or services. Rights and releases are the sole responsibility of the advertisers. All persons appearing in photos are over the age of 18. One copy of each edition of Exotic is available free to any person each month. Any reproduction of materials presented herein without the express written consent of the publisher is forbidden by law. In scientific case studies, reading Exotic magazine has caused certain undesirable side effects. Possible side effects include headache, dizziness, mild nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, rash, itching, lower swelling of the lips and face, hair growth, hand tremors, gum swelling, higher blood pressure, increase in cholesterol level, altered kidney function, swollen gums, acne, weight gain, blood in the urine, fluid retention, drawdowns, irritability, behavior changes, oily anal discharges, premature ejaculation, candida yeast infection, humps, sleep apnea, lyme disease and certain strains of knee- jerk, violent, right-wing republican behavior.
ASSETS
2366 SE 82ND AVE
OPEN MON-FRI 11AM-2AM, SAT-SUN 5PM-2AM
SPECIALS ON MICROs
AND PBR CANS!
14 BEERS ON TAP

For Auditions
At Both Clubs,
Call (503) 268-7429

GLIMMERS
3532 SE POWELL BLVD • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
BARTENDER DRINK
SPECIALS DAILY!
$1.50 TALL BOYS
ALL DAY, EVERY DAY!
ADULT SHOP

New Year’s Day Sale
25% Off All Merchandise

Free Couples’ Ring With Purchase Of Key Toy
(While Supplies Last)

Free Pleasure Balm With Kama Sutra Purchase
(While Supplies Last)

Bustman Magazines –
Buy One, Get One Half Off

New Games • New Rodeho Brief Harness
New Organic Lube From System Jo

50% Off Calendars

WWW.E-ADULTSHOP.COM
FACEBOOK.COM/E-ADULTSHOP
THE DALLES • SALEM • ALBANY
CORVALLIS • EUGENE • RICE HILL
MEDFORD
(503) 763-3556

CONNECT WITH US

FOR SALES AND GIVEAWAYS YOU
CAN’T FIND IN STORES!

BOE A
ROCKSTAR.

SING LIVE ONSTAGE
WITH PORTLAND’S
MOST DANGEROUS BAND!

BE A
ROCKSTAR.

OREGON’S VERY OWN, INTERNATIONALY KNOWN...

ACROPOLIS
STEAKHOUSE

HOME OF THE
SG STEAK SPECIAL

65
BEERS ON TAP

300
LIQUOR VARIETIES

4
HUGE STAGES

Often Simulated
Never Duplicated!

36 Years Of
Portland’s
Hottest Nude
Entertainment

LADIES TIRED OF ALL THE HUSTLE?
WORK IN A HUSTLE-FREE ENVIRONMENT, FOR AUDITIONS, CALL JIM (503-610-2992) OR TONY (503-819-2883).
NOW AUDITIONING DANCERS 18 YEARS AND OLDER

8325 SE MCLoughlin Blvd • (503) 231-9611

KARAOKE FROM HELL
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT AT DANTE’S
10PM-2AM

FREE VOODOO DOUGHNUTS
AT 10PM

FREE LONESOME’S PIZZA
AT MIDNIGHT

VIP CARD GIVEAWAYS
ALL NIGHT
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GAMES EVERY DAY & NIGHT
TEXAS HOLD 'EM POKER

Every night is a good night
for a little Room Boom

VIDEO POKER & KENO
POOL TABLE
LUNCH SPECIALS
SUNKEN COCKTAIL BAR
PRIVATE DANCE BOOTHS
PORTLAND'S HOTTEST DANCERS
TWO STAGES FEATURING

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ROOMBOOM

503-244-7630 • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD

Only 5 minutes from Downtown Portland
PORTLAND'S NEWEST GENTLEMEN'S CLUB

XPOSE

FREE LAPDANCE PARTY!!

10 FULLY-NUDE VIP DANCES GIVEN AWAY
FRIDAY, JANUARY 31 STARTING AT 9PM

BEST FOOD AND DRINK SPECIALS IN PDX!

NOW HIRING
DANCERS AND STAFF
CONTACT HEATHER'S ANGELS
(503) 680-1538
WWW.PDXANGELS.COM

(971) 217-4880 • 10140 SW CANYON RD • BEAVERTON, OR 97005 • FACEBOOK.COM/XPOSEPDX
OPEN 3PM-2:30AM DAILY • NEVER A COVER CHARGE!
nothing but the naked truth

EROTIC CITY

BY JOHN VOGE

Last month was quite eventful for the adult entertainment industry here in PDX. Some of it exciting, yet some not so much. Black Friday started the season off with the crowning of Miss Exotic Oregon 2014, Brodie Grody from Devil’s Point. With 16 contestants chasing the crown at the finals that night, the show was probably one of the most amazing I have ever had the pleasure of producing. I would like to thank all of the fierce beauties that gave it their all that night. The heart and soul our contestants put into the competition should be an inspiration to all of the PDX adult entertainment industry, as a reason to celebrate just how far we have elevated our craft. Brodie’s court included Steely from Stars Cabaret Salem as 1st runner up and Charlie from Mystic Gentlemen’s Club as 2nd runner up. My only regret, is that we couldn’t have awarded more of these ladies for their truly spectacular features—especially the lovely kitties of the Kit Kat Club, Lark, Layne Fawkes, Damian Austin Wilde and Berlin, delivered solid knockout performances, way too much talent you have there, ladies. If you missed the show, don’t worry, there’s still hope for you yet. On February 1, you’ll be able to check it out all on Xmag.com, with video of each of our contestants’ performances.

4 days after the Miss Exotic Finals, the 4th annual PDX Strippers were held at the Star Theater, where many more of Portland’s finest were heralded for their achievements and awarded by their peers. It was shaping up to look like an exceptionally warm and fuzzy holiday season for our industry. Until, the Grinch showed up about a week later…

…when one of Portland’s finest gentlemen’s clubs was put in the cross hairs of the law and a media shitstorm. On December 10th, Stars Cabaret was served a warrant as part of a pending investigation involving one of Stars’ General Managers. On December 18th, an eight-count indictment was issued to a Stars Cabaret GM, Steven Toth, who was charged with second-degree rape, second-degree sodomy, first degree sex abuse, delivering marijuana to a minor and compelling prostitution. Additionally, charges were filed on one of Toth’s associates and former Stars employee, Victor Moreno-Hernandez, 27, who was indicted on 18 counts of second-degree rape, second-degree sodomy, second-degree unlawful sexual penetration, first-degree sex abuse, delivering meth to a minor, identity theft, compelling prostitution and applying meth into the body of a minor.

Court documents revealed that the minor claimed she had worked for one month, while she was 13, during the summer of 2012 at Stars Cabaret, where a then-manager of the strip club paid a Beaverton man for the girl to provide lap dances and sex acts for customers. The affidavit also says the two men gave the girl methamphetamine, alcohol, marijuana and she was forced to have sex with them, along with several other men, one of which was responsible for getting her pregnant. Court records allege that Moreno-Hernandez, a registered sex offender, was the 13-year-old girl’s pimp. These records also allege that Toth had the girl perform sex acts on customers in a back room of the club.

The industry cringed. Wannabe-pimps running rampant in strip clubs is nothing new. But, when one of our own becomes the very element that we, as an industry, are trying to protect ourselves from…things start to get extremely messy. But before I get too deep into my own opinions, I’m gonna turn it over to one of Exotic’s most vocal contributors, take it away Ray…

I have been using the pen and microphone Statutory Ray for around eight years. Last month, I decided to drop it for reasons entirely related to the obvious; it’s just not a good name for first impressions and I have been expanding my network beyond SE Portland. I may decide to George Stark (or Spooky X) the character, but being Portland-famous as a pseudo-rape-joke, was never my goal. Shortly after I dropped this name, a manager for a local strip club was charged with crimes relating to teen prostitution. To say that I felt a tad awkward about having joked around with the topic of teenage intercourse for the greater portion of a decade is an understatement. If found guilty by a jury of his peers, the person in question deserves everything he has coming, even if that includes his cellmate.

However, I feel that the Portland strip club industry does so well, because we are allowed to mock the profane, from within a safe space and that this safe space requires trust. Pageant contestants enacting murder, miscarriage and generally low-brow themes at popular events, are able to do so, because there is an understanding amongst our naked Fight Club—one that speaks volumes for our ability to have each other’s back. When someone irresponsibly violates this safe space, they are not only guilty of whatever individual crime they perpetrate unto their victim(s), but additionally they are guilty of painting a bad picture of our entire industry.

Regarding the club associated with hiring a general manager (read: this guy was not the owner, nor a spokesperson, but simply a resume from Craigslist, that failed to list “child rapist” under job experience), it is both cannibalistic and shortsighted to think ill will of Stars Cabaret for their association with a suspect for a crime that, for all intents and purposes, was probably flying under the radar of anyone who is genuinely in charge. I have visited every Stars location, including Beaverton, and have never witnessed anything but an upscale, professional, and most importantly, safe vibe. This sort of thing can happen anywhere, and I don’t see anyone migrating from the United States, because a few bad apples sliethered their way into a government position. Do I understand if a few dancers feel uncomfortable working for a club that is, albeit indirectly, associated with a sex-crime charged news headline? Completely. But, to put myself into the shoes of the bartenders, legitimate managers, owners and other Stars family, I
could not imagine a bigger shitstorm to clean up. People didn’t stop think- ing Seinfeld was funny, just because Kramer went on a racist rant. The al- leged perp in this case, could have been working at any of our clubs.

Speaking as a self-appointed re- presentative of the Portland skinindus- try, I feel confident in stating that none of us, not one single person who is respected amongst our fami- lies, condones the act (or thought) of sexually assaulting anyone— minors or otherwise.

-Ray McMillin, Staff Writer

Along those same lines, I will sup- port Ray’s sentiments when it comes to Stars. I have worked with the Stars family since 1998 and have always found them to be amongst the best, when it came to class, style and profes- sionalism. Sure, maybe there’s been a manager or DJ along the way I could have done without, but that’s true ev- erywhere you go. For years, Stars has provided nothing but the best in their standards and has proven a true Portland-industry trendsetter— until some- thing like this happens and then they become the evil empire?

Take a trip into the far-less-glamer- ous shitholes of this industry and this kind of bullshit goes on every goddamn day. When 17-year-old baby pimps are turning 12-year-old schoolgirls into crackwhores, is it honestly a surprise that this disease is gonna hit closer to home here in the sex industry? After book- ing a club in SE Portland, one of my associates on the security staff had warned me, not once, but several times, that some of my day girls were soliciting prostitution through Backpage ad. He backed this up with links to online ads, that not only pictured the dancers (all minors whose ID stated they was 18) in nude poses, but one even showed the girl standing in front of the club (which I was booking) and solicited their poten- tial tricks to come see her dance at the club, then they could have lots more fun at her motel room across the street. She was also kind enough to include the club’s address in the Backpage ad.

Fuck me! When I think back on this now, even though I had nothing to do with the “additional” illicit services this girl was offering, I hired this bitch. My re- sponsibility in doing so, was for her to sign an independent contractor agree- ment, make a copy of her ID, stick it in the file cabinet, and my ass is covered! Right? Well, maybe not. On multiple oc- casions, I have dealt with Portland Vice asking to review dancer contracts, look- ing for underage girls working on fake ID, that were using their strip club shifts as a casting couch for potential prostitu- tion clients.

I can’t help but shudder, when I think of how hard this is going to be on the industry when the actions of an individ- ual put us all under the same scrutiny. When rotten apples turn up in an indus- try that is automatically associated with “unacceptable behavior,” it’s a given that the media, the law and the “morally superior” are all going to join together for a Kumbaya festival with torches and pitchforks. I’ve even observed a num- ber of high-profile exotic entertainers, getting up on their Facebook soapbox- es to try and get them a few-hundred likes on petitions seeking to purge the industry of sex-trafficking. Bitch, please, you’re not saving anyone, you’re just part of the problem. These girls are working right alongside you. Perhaps, you could be more proactive by blowing the whistle on any suspicions you might have about your “coworkers” to UPPER management. If you don’t like what he/ she had to say, perhaps you should tell your manager’s boss. Stop using Face- book as a shield and take action in the real world. We all need to get our shit together; dancers, booking agents, owners, DJs, bartenders, security and all other support staff. There’s a storm coming on the wake of all this— protect your job by doing it right.

The OLCC stated that it had found no evidence, during routine inspec- tions over the last two years, of underage entertainers or customers at Stars Beaverton. The business also has had no OLCC violations since 2011, ac- cording to the OLCC. They added that data before 2011 was not immediate- ly available. An OLCC inspector be- gan working with police, soon after the Stars arrests, to investigate possible violations. Depending on what viola- tions are found, the agency could take away the business’ liquor license, but the business could still operate without selling alcohol.

So, in spite of a spotless record, the actions of one rogue manager, can de- stroy the reputation of one’s credibility. A club losing a liquor license is no joke kids. I can honestly only think of two juice bars in this town that have done it right. But, just yesterday, I received an email from an associate, who just so happens to work in one of said juice bars and had just recently discovered that he had a Backpage girl pulling shifts at his club.

Not only did he immediately take her off the schedule, he initiated a club policy stating that, if a girl runs a provider ad, she can’t dance at the club. Way to go my friend. THAT is being proactive. Get your house in order and start by cleaning out any and all questionable behavior out the door—sweeping it under the rug isn’t gonna fly. This can be tough on booking agents, who are pressured to have more girls, younger girls and hotter girls in order to compete with Joe’s Strip Club next door. Be sure each and every entertainer and staff member in the club is carrying valid identification— all day, every day. No ID? Send her home.

What? You hired a hooker? Well, long as she’s not hooking in the club…may- be—NO! STOP RIGHT THERE! What my associate did is the right thing. No job, no booking fee and no conscience is worth being an accessory to aiding in the trafficking and prostitution of a mi- nor. We’re better than that Portland— time to start acting like it.

Here’s to a safe and vigilant New- Year my friends.

JV

JANUARY EVENTS

WED 8 – Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - Ciroc presents The Ms. Mystic Revue and Boutique Sale

SAT 11 – Stars Cabaret (Bridgeport) - Donate A Blanket/Sleeping Bag Party with free entry for all donations given to local homeless

WED 15 – Club 205 - Covergirl Dance Contest

THU 16 – Stars Cabaret (Beaverton) - Pajama Party - with pillow-fight stage sets & free entry when you wear your pajamas

FRI 17 – Safari Showclub - Barely-Legal Party

THU 23 – Mystic Gentlemen’s Club - 4th Anniversary Party - with live music from Ditch Digger & Love Street, plus the 1st Annual Stripper Olympics

The Gold Club - Grand Opening Party for Portland’s World Famous Strip Club – featuring a very special appearance by Miss Exotic Oregon 2014 - Brodie Grody

FRI 31 – Safari Showclub - WET! Lube Wrestling Xpose – Free Lap Dance Party with 10 fully-nude VIP dances given away starting at 9pm

Skinn Gentlemen’s Club - Best Pop- sicle Contest
1. **Gain Weight**

Now that Thanksgiving and Christmas have passed, your bowl full of jelly has come in nicely. This resolution dares you to keep that winter weight through all the seasons. Why worry about that beach body, when a Hawaiian shirt says loudly to all around, “That’s someone who can help me finish this bucket of chicken.” Your widening waistline will become a mark of completion. Every additional belt loop, is a step in the right direction for you this year. Best of luck and eat up.

2. **Pick Up/Continue Smoking**

Whether it be the perfect complement to your favorite glass of wine, the topper to a fantastic love making session, or giving you the strength to not kick the shit out of the annoying guy explaining his life plans in between asking you for money, a cigarette will become this year’s resolution to stick to. For those already familiar with these little joy bringers, congratulations. Teach the next generation of smokers how to properly dispose of their new-found lung butter. For those ready to pick this up as a resolution, wave bye to all of life’s little annoyances, like jogging and stairs. Stick to this resolution and wave hello to 2015 with fashionable yellow fingers.

3. **Spend Your Savings On Shiny Things**

People say it’s fiscally responsible to save for a rainy day. Personally, I see these people as extremely pessimistic gamblers. This year, live in the now! Have this be your year of indulgence and buy all the things you’ve been putting off—be it sparkly and pretty, fast and red or a lap dance from the glit-teriest stripper! Maybe even two glittery strippers—who knows, go crazy with it. In 2014, resolve to reintroduce yourself to the expression, “Charge it.” After you have lived your year as royalty, next year, you will have all the fantastic things you bought to pawn. After you’re out of that stuff, don’t forget, there’s always donating blood.

4. **Continue Avoiding Your Family**

This year, break free and be truly independent. Sometimes, that can be difficult, as spouses and kids tend to live with you. However, if you stick with this resolution, that situation will eventually solve itself. They will quickly see how dedicated you are to this year’s goal and they will be more than happy to let you find the peace and quiet you’re looking for. Moms and Pops are another story. Even if you move thousands of miles away, with modern technology, they can still find ways to control your life. Wait it out. You know you’ve been doing that for years anyway. The phone calls will get to ignorable levels in no time.

5. **Quit Your Hobby**

Here’s the thing with quilting, learning how to paint, or I don’t know, fuck it, even archery. They all take money and an insane amount of time to devote to something that could end up being a complete waste of time. Malcom Gladwell wrote that it takes 10,000 hours of practice to become proficient in any skill. If you spend your time avoiding work, you’ll always be getting better at it. With this resolution, every mid-day nap, aimless loitering and putting things off, is you adding more time to your 10,000 hours. In 2014, take your worthlessness from amateur to pro.

6. **Drink More**

Ride the tsunami-like waves of your New Year’s Eve booze fest throughout all of 2014. Hangovers happen when you stop drinking, so keep going! This might seem impossible at first, but as you see the bottom of more bottles, your liver will swell. That extra large liver can now finally make room for more whiskey, vodka, tequila, moonshine and drain cleaner. Meet new people, or wake up to them at least. Watch your social presence soar, as you have to explain to your neighbors why their lawn was last night’s bed.

7. **Call Your Ex**

All you need to do is follow number six and this resolution will take care of itself on any random Tuesday at 3am. Besides, that “I never want to see you again” was more of a suggestion anyway. Express your grief for the one that got away. Granted, it’s never worked in the past, but who’s to say that 2014 won’t be the year they finally accept you back with open arms.

8. **Stay In**

With more American tourists being taken hostage in foreign countries and crime growing at home, wouldn’t it be easier to make the resolution not to leave your house. Thanks to modern technology, that can be a reality. The best part is, as the hoarding begins, with American pickers in its 6th season, you can become a reality star. Just remember, bungee ropes break, parachutes don’t open and unpleasant things can happen around every corner. Why risk it?

9. **Masturbate Constantly**

Done.

10. **Stop Reading**

Let Exotic magazine be the final exclamation point of your year of illiteracy. Why order from an overly-worded menu when you can point at a picture of what you want at Denny’s. Why pay heed to STOP, YIELD and SPEED LIMIT signs, when you can... NOT. Why bother reading and cluttering your house with books, when you can clutter your house with subtileless DVDs. There’s the classic question, “Would you rather be happy and stupid, or smart and miserable?” With this New Year’s resolution... prepare to get happy.

Richie Stratton is an award-winning film director, as well as a stand-up comedian and host. See him at his open mic night on Tuesdays at Dante’s or his vagina-barking on Thursday and Saturday nights as emcee at the Kit Kat Club.
1232 NE COLUMBIA BLVD

CLUB FANTASY

Where Your Fantasy Becomes Reality

503-445-6688

OPEN 24 HOURS

2014
WE WILL MAKE YOU CREAM!

NOW HIRING
HOT MODELS
503-453-2647
(THESE NUMBER FOR HIRING ONLY)
Club.Fantasy.PDX@gmail.com

DISCOUNT FOR OUT-OF-STATE ID
ATM
ACCEPTED!
MISS EXOTIC OREGON 2014
Brodie Grody
DEVILS POINT

Miss Exotic Oregon 2014

Photos by Hypnox

Oregon 2014
The Finals

Austin Wilde
KIT KAT CLUB

Leigha Mishelle
CASA DIABLO

Phoebe
KIT KAT CLUB
1ST RUNNER UP
Steely
STARS CABARET SALEM

2ND RUNNER UP
Charlie
MYSTIC GENTLEMEN’S CLUB

Loayne Fawkes
KIT KAT CLUB

Damian
KIT KAT CLUB

Berlin
KIT KAT CLUB

Armani
DV8
www.MyDv8.com

HAPPY HOUR 4PM-7PM DAILY
INDUSTRY NIGHT SUN - THU MIDNIGHT TO CLOSE
GREAT DAILY FOOD SPECIALS
HAND-CUT ANGUS STEAK DINNER $6.50!

WATCH OUR FACEBOOK PAGE ON SUNDAY, JANUARY 5, TO SEE HOW YOU CAN WIN THIS SKATEBOARD!
WWW.THEDV8.COM/FACEBOOK

FREE POOL SUNDAYS
Free WiFi

OPEN EVERY DAY 2PM-2:15AM • 5021 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 788-7178
FOR BOOKING, CALL JANTZEN @ (541) 206-0869

$3.50 JACK & COKES
Brodie Grody
MISS EXOTIC OREGON 2014
FROM DEVILS POINT
AUSTIN'S
AFFORDABLE AUTOS

NEW INDUSTRY-FRIENDLY FINANCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE

NO TAX TO OREGON BUYERS!
OPEN 7 DAYS
10AM-7PM

OVER 700 CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

500 CARS UNDER $200/MONTH!

300 CARS UNDER $3,000!

NEW FINANCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE
FINANCING PROGRAMS W/ FLEXIBLE TERMS

STRIPPER AND INDUSTRY-FRIENDLY FINANCING
4 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

1164 SE 82ND AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97216 (503) 255-CARS

466 SE BASELINE ST
HILLSBORO, OR 97123 (503) 681-CARS

9408 NE HWY 99
VANCOUVER, WA 98665 (360) 566-9316

1212 TENANT WAY
LONGVIEW, WA 98632 (360) 575-9316
This year, I seriously wanted to step things up for Miss Exotic Oregon’s cover shoot. I had always fantasized about having the pleasure of working in a more lavish and extravagant setting, while exploring the infinite possibilities within the details. I didn’t have to look any further, than right here in Portland, where I found a hidden gem in the Pearl District. WildeVision Studios is a fantastically, breathtaking space where Julian Wilde and his team bring creative illustrous works of art to life. After they graciously opened up their studio for me to shoot Brodie as this month’s covergirl, I had a chance to sit down with Julian and his wife, Raven, as they offered me some truly inspiring insight to help feed my already reeling mind.
HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN A PHOTOGRAPHER?

I discovered cameras, and coincidentally beautiful girls, my first year in college. I actually stumbled across Helmut Newton’s book, where I saw a picture of the young and ravishing Charlotte Rampling sitting on a dining table in an elegant French hotel suite and wearing nothing more than a sly grin. I immediately thought that I would be happy doing that for the rest of my life. I was right.

WHERE DO YOU DRAW YOUR INSPIRATION FROM?

I think the real inspiration comes from the people in my life. In the sense that I find myself thinking “Wouldn’t it be fun to do this with so and so?” or “Wouldn’t it be interesting to do that with such and such?” Finding the right ideas, to fit the right personalities, is key for me. A great idea with the wrong person...is not as much fun. And, I always prefer to work with the people who are in my life, rather than hold casting calls. That’s what makes the experience and the image “real” to me.

ARE ALL YOUR BACKDROPS PREFABRICATED OR DO YOU MAKE THEM YOURSELF?

I make everything myself. And, that’s part of the great satisfaction I get from doing this. If I just pointed to a wall and said to someone, “build me Ancient Rome,” I wouldn’t feel as connected and invested as I do, when it comes from the sweat of my brow and out of my own visions.

HOW LONG DID IT TAKE YOU TO CREATE YOUR STUDIO/VISION?

I’ve had 6 or 7 studios over the years. The last studio I was in for almost 18 years. As a photographer, that’s a bad idea. You can’t help but find yourself, at some point, doing the same dog and pony trick over and over. So, I simply had to let that studio go. My current studio, in the Pearl District, is a 5,000 sq. ft. space and one of the smallest spaces I’ve been in. But, it is by far the most creative and diverse space I’ve created. Because of the rent in this space, I knew I had to hit the ground with my feet running. I virtually created the space in a non-stop, 3-month frenzy. But, like most things in life, it’s an ongoing work in progress. It’s constantly evolving, changing and adapting.

DO YOU WORK WITH A TEAM, OR DO YOU DO EVERYTHING ON YOUR OWN?

I have a tendency to work with a very small, but exceedingly talented team. My wife, Raven, for example, styles and wardrobes virtually everything I shoot. Everything from ears to rings, from hats to heels, every costume...it’s all her and her imagination. I don’t like making 2 phone calls when one will do, so I use a great makeup artist that also does exceptional hair. So, for the last 5 years, Jodi Vaughn does virtually everything that I care about. I also don’t like a bunch of people hanging around my shoots. If you’re not in the shot or working on the shot, you’re not here.

WHAT IS NIGHTVISION?

NightVision is my latest fine art, coffee table book. It largely chronicles the last year at this studio and it is certainly the most personal book I’ve published. I wanted to do a book that covered the rich territory between, say “the glamour magazines” and “the no-holds barred area of the internet.” It’s titled NightVision because it is about the things we see at night—after the sun goes down and the curtains are drawn. So, yeah...it’s sexy and provocative. But, as many have said, it’s also “very elegant.” I would even say that, in many ways, it’s a backstage pass to our lives and our passions.

HOW LONG DID IT TAKE TO COMPLETE NIGHTVISION?

It has been almost exactly a year of shooting and another two months of painful editing—painful in the sense, that you can’t put everything in. So, you have to decide, almost like in Sophie’s Choice, which child to save and which to abandon. For me, it’s personal like that.

WHERE WILL WE BE ABLE TO FIND A COPY OF NIGHTVISION?

We only offer my books, of which there are 5, on my official website: WildeVision.com. Feel free to visit us there. It’s a fabulous site, and if you don’t get a copy of NightVision by Christmas...there’s always Valentine’s Day!


Aries
(March 21 - April 19)

Start the year off by making an unreasonably long list of demands for yourself. Then, put every single one of them off until the end of next Fall, at which point you can pick up where you were last month—drunk on Stiff and regret, wishing you had never signed up for the military to piss off your ex. The good news, Aries, is that you can technically sue Katy Perry for making that stupid video.

Taurus
(April 20 - May 20)

Your enthusiasm for zodiac culture is appreciated by the stars, pseudo-journalists, and weekend astrologists. However, purchasing the Red Bull corporate Ford truck just because it has your sign on it is, well...well...just fucking awesome. Go, you! Who can say they drive around a giant can of bull semen for personal transport? If you’re a girl, you probably have douchebag date rapists throwing themselves at you left and right. If you’re a guy, well, go local college football team!

Gemini
(May 21 - June 20)

Your duality has come to a pinnacle, as you not only represent yourself in court, but for a crime in which you are both the accuser and defendant. It would be a spectacle worth witnessing, if it wasn’t, well...traffic court. The chances of your insurance company giving you a settlement because your GPS drove you to an ex’s apartment when you started screaming at it are slim, but then again, you are an expert at getting out of tough situations, without looking like the last-in-secure cullack of a human that we all know you are. Lucky numbers: orange, teal, Amtrak.

Cancer
(June 21 - July 22)

As the fog lifts on a fresh year dawn, the gentle brush strokes of sunlit trees emerge like a baby deer, escaping from some sort of, um...beautiful baby deer trap. Oh, hell with it. I can’t fucking do this anymore. Cancer, if you want a warm, fuzzy column, try sitting on an empty Muppet. Cheers are, you’re gonna die alone. But at least, another baby deer emerges from even foggier fog...

Leo
(July 23 - August 22)

You don’t exactly have an ego per say, Leo. You are an ego. This is why you must learn to keep your temper in check—especially when addressing your new clients. If giving a lecture or presentation of some sort, refrain from using politically-charged buzzwords, racial slurs, referencing the Illuminati (in or out of context), breaking objects with your fist or otherwise losing your shit. Eventually, the school district will promote you from substitute teacher into a real position, but until then, you’ve got to stop telling your students to “die slowly in a fire,” every time they let their age show, while attempting to answer a question during science class.

Virgo
(August 23 - September 22)

You actually fell for all of the end-of-the-world nonsense a year ago and it did a number on your nerves. Before you start walking into the new age without a back-of-the-mind worry regarding imminent doom and mass destruction, remind yourself that there are dozens, if not hundreds, of interpretations regarding ancient calendars and virtually endless predictions for apocalyptic scenarios. For instance, what if the Mayans were simply pointing out that 2012 was the year we simply started to die off and that a new ice age is just around the corner? Or, even better, what if one Mayan year equals just under one American year? That would mean we are all supposed to die in, let’s see here...Tuesday. We’re all gonna die on Tuesday.

Libra
(September 23 - October 22)

There is a fine line between maintaining a balanced career path and having a thriving social life. This line is usually made up of one-hundred percent, grade-A, sweet South American cocaine. If you haven’t considered a coke habit, you should. If the law passes next year, Oregon will be opening up the first-ever medicinal dispensary, and the white rush will hit us like Elvi Sheen’s prostitute framed. Hardly does she prove you with simultaneously opportunities for social climbing and a potentially profitable career move. Jump on the opportunity, or suffer the consequences of being lonely, broke and sober.

Scorpio
(October 23 - November 21)

The stars are telling me that your bits look fantastic. That is all. If you are a dude, don’t diet or work out. They look that good on you.

Sagittarius
(November 22 - December 21)

The reason I’m phoning your column in this month is...“drum roll” Metallac! See, your name sounds too similar to Sanitarium, and I just can’t stop singing it. Sa-gi-fa-ti-wuus. Leave me be.

Capricorn
(December 22 - January 19)

What can I say, Capricorn? Another year under the stars and you just keep getting younger and more accomplished. Is it time for a break? You deserve one. Will you take one? Never. And, that...that is why you are the greatest sign of the whole Zodiac.

Aquarius
(January 20 - February 18)

You can blame the religious right all you want, but once the baby is kicking hard enough to distract customers from your sensually seductive lap dance, it may be time to simply accept that you’re gonna have to be a matter, for a few months at least. Thankfully, your cell phone call log goes back far enough to dig up a few potential one-night stands, who will serve as perfect sapphire catalysts when it’s time to go to court and pass the seed off to someone who doesn’t have to be at work in an hour.

Pisces
(February 19 - March 20)

Face it. You’re gonna be hung over pretty much all year. If you start drinking now, however, you can build up enough of a tolerance by St. Patty’s Day, that you will clearly remember turning 30 for the fifth time. In a strip club. On shits, and someone else’s shits that you got called in for, at that. But hey, YOLO amirite?

Get More Erotiscopes at OneHourPharmacy.com
CHECK OUT OUR BRAND NEW ARCADE ROOMS WITH OVER 1,000 CHANNELS AND OUR NEW PREVIEW ROOMS WITH BIG SCREEN HD TVs!

NEW STRIPPER CLOTHES, LINGERIE & SHOES ADDED WEEKLY!

FROLICS IS YOUR “ONE-STOP ADULT SHOP!”

NEW DVDS STARTING AT ONLY $5!

CUM ‘N’ GO SHOWS FOR JUST $25!

24/7 ATM!

ALSO, VISIT LAYLA, LENA, MADISON & NIKKI! • CALL 503-408-0958 FOR MORE INFO! • OPEN 24 HOURS • NOW HIRING MODELS 18+
THE GOLD CLUB™
WORLD FAMOUS GENTLEMEN'S CLUBS

January 23, 2014

FULL BAR

ALL NUDE

Grand Opening

Doors open at 6pm

17180 SE McLoughlin Blvd. Milwaukie 97267
Formerly The Dolphin I
503-908-1177
MYNX

237 NE BROADWAY ST
PORTLAND, OR 97232
503-207-3619

18 & OVER

Naughtiest Club
In Town!

Hottest 18 & Over
Club In Town!

SEX SHOWS
2-GIRL SHOWS
TOY SHOWS
RENT THE VIP ROOM!

GRAND OPENING
FRIDAY, JAN 3

NOW HIRING
DANCERS AND STAFF
CONTACT HEATHER’S ANGELS
503-680-1538
WWW.PDXANGELS.COM

OPEN 4PM-SUNRISE DAILY
Dear Portland hipsters,

I have been a DJ in your favorite clubs for over a decade. Although you may not recognize me, due to my lack of used jean jacket and matching non-prescription glasses, I am the provider of your soundtrack. One who has forced himself to deal with every single bullshit trend that appeals to you, the so-called “drinking crowd,” and your inbred scene of middle-aged adult children, living ten-to-a-choke note in whatever gentrified neighborhood is currently accepting Craigslist applicants. Ranging from the two-album career of MGMT, to keeping up on popular canned beers, every aspect of your borrowed and watered-down “culture” is reflected in my career. To state it bluntly, if it weren’t for your unwashed, privileged, culturally-informless and socially-irrelevant demographic, my rent would not get paid on time. Therefore, consider this letter a friendly “thank you,” if anything. There are, however, a few things that you may want to consider, before tossing your tan manpurse onto the back of your moped and hitting the town. Consider this “insider knowledge” from a figurehead who represents a scene you supposedly idolize with. This way, you can actually say “I’m with the DJ” and be telling the truth.

First of all, your presence does not justify itself. Bring cash to the strip club and plan on spending it. Our dancers are only pretending to be impressed by war stories regarding your glory days in the Dandyclear or whatever shit-your-town is to get an actual old-school party started. Before the Juggalos discover how awe-inspiring your lame ass Columbia party is, get into it, before the Juggalos discover how awe-inspiring your lame ass Columbia party is. The stripper being forced to hear you name drop Portland-famous bartenders, is doing so because she has to. In fact, dozens of people you hipsters interact with on a daily basis, pretend to appreciate you because, counter to fashion-based logical assumptions, everyone knows you’re all a bunch of rich trust fund babies. You may be drinking Pabst in a strip club; but that iPhone 8 gives away the fact that daddy’s car lot is doing just fine. So yeah, we play your game and pretend you’re not the fiftieth “unique” person indistinguishable from the rest of the neo-vaudevillian honkies we have seen today. But, don’t forget, we’re posers just like you.

Second of all, not only is Portland full of shitty people addicted to cocaine, but we have really, really shitty cocaine. A drug that makes useless people feel relevant should never have been brought to Portland in the first place. But, to create a subculture that celebrates a weak version of said drug is, well, let’s just say the number of dead Decemberists speaks for itself. Hipsters are responsible for roughly one-hundred percent of the cocaine brought into, and consumed in, P-town. If this town actually had high-grade, kick-your-ass Columbian blow, Darwin would be able to rest eternally in peace knowing that some good came of his work. Yet, there you are, crouched around a corner-bagie full of baby powder and Latino ass juice, sharing an overpriced substance with the rest of the metrosexual loggers while all of you secretly wish you didn’t have to sport that cold-sore-masking mustache because it forces you to smell the insides of Juan Perote’s corn tortillas. Rather than the rest of the neo-vaudevillian honkies we have seen today, but don’t forget, we’re posers just like you.

Third of all, not only is Portland full of fucking Amazon wishlists to that megamaniacal Amazon wishlist that carried over from the time you didn’t get Castle Greyskull for your sixth birthday), most of your Facebook friends hate you and don’t own a car (because mobility is for sellouts), you will never own a home (insert here, buzzwords regarding sustainability, while simultaneously disregarding the economic and environmental effects of rezoning as a result of displaced residents, or “gentle-fication” as I like to call it), you are in your thirties and still celebrate your birthday (in other words, you can add all your desired non-technology to that megamaniacal Amazon wishlist that carried over from the time you didn’t get Castle Greyskull for your sixth birthday), most of your Facebook friends hate you and no one who follows you on Instagram, gives two strokes of a ukulele what you ate for brunch. Amish life will be the next thing, trust me on this. Get into it, before the Juggalos discover how awesome butter churning is.

Thank you, hipsters in Portland (notice how I didn’t say “from”…you’re still tourists to us).

-Ray
TalesFromTheDJBooth.com
Dear Portland hipsters,

I have been a DJ in your favorite

TalesFromTheDJBooth.com

- Ray

Thank you, hipsters in Portland (no-
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TUESDAYS - SOUL NIGHT • WEDNESDAYS - 80S NIGHT
THURSDAYS - ROCK - N - ROLL • SUNDAYS - STRIPPARAOKE!

NOW HIRING TALENTED, SEXY ENTERTAINERS - EMAIL PICS TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM
FOR WEEKLY EVENTS AND DANCERS' SCHEDULES, CHECK US OUT @ FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPOINT

5305 SE FOSTER RD • (503) 774-4513
OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK

A little piece of hell in Southeast Portland...

Exotic Covergirl &
Miss Exotic Oregon 2014

Brodie

Every Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday night at...

Weekly Events!

DEVILS
POINT

Facebook.com/Devilspoint • www.devilspointbar.com
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The stripper being forced to hear you
**CLASSIFIEDS**

**MYSTIC GENTLEMEN’S CLUB**
Now hiring girls 18+
Open auditions daily
Mon-Noon-6pm or contact
John at (503) 803-1830

**ALL-NEW BOOM ROOM!**
New look! New sound! New feel!
Classy exotic dance club on upscale SW Barbur Blvd. Seeking top-quality dancers. Call (503) 919-8644
Auditions daily 2pm - 8pm

**STARS CABARET**
1550 Weston Court NE
Salem, OR
(503) 370-8063 Auditions Daily

**NEW ATTITUDE! NO DRAMA!**
Now auditioning 18 & over.
We offer competitive rates • Safe environment
Inexperienced and experienced dancers welcome.
Auditions Mon - Sat 2pm-9pm.
Call (503) 252-3529

**BOTTOMS UP IS AUDITIONING!**
For dancers and/or staff, reading body language, joint manipulation, less experienced and experienced dancers welcome.
Call (206) 226-3853

**LANDING STRIP**
Now hiring fun, energetic dancers!
Also accepting applications for all other positions. Please apply in person at:
6210 NE Columbia Blvd
Portland, OR 97218

**THE ALL-NEW STARS CABARET BRIDGEPORT**
is seeking professional entertainers and staff! You have seen the rest, now come work with the best!
Call (503) 725-2453

**DEVIL DANCER PROMOTIONS**
Booking 4 Casa Diablo & other strip clubs.
Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly delightful bodies. Make more $55 than God! 18+, no experience necessary. Stage fee is only $2 per shift.
Call (503) 222-6600 now.
www.DevilDancer.com

**ACROPOLIS**
Now hiring dancers 18 & over
All shifts needed (7AM - 2:30AM)
Call today!
Jim 503-810-2902
Tony 503-810-2893

**THE PALLAS CLUB AND DREAM ON SALOON**
are now hiring dancers 18 and over.
For scheduling at Pallas Club,
call (503) 477-3448 and for Dream On Saloon,
call Jersey (503) 422-3655.

**NOW HIRING**
money-motivated dancers!
Call (503) 274-1900

**SPEARMIN RHINO**
Now hiring dancers!
Daily auditions from 1pm-5pm,
Call (503) 717-7180 for more info!

**SAFARI SHOWCLUB**
Top entertainers
Auditions daily • (503) 201-9199

---

**BIG MONEY — NO DRAMA!**
No pole dancing nude for dollars, no movies your kids might see.
No experience necessary.
Pussycats - 4 Portland locations
Heather's Angels (503) 680-1538
www.PDXAngels.com

**DENNIS HOF’S WORLD FAMOUS BUNNY RANCH**
Now hiring fun girls! If you are over 18, outgoing, friendly and would like to make lots of money, then give Madam Suzette a call TOLL FREE (888) 286-6972, or (775) 246-9901
We will work around your schedule and provide housing.
Visit us at www.BunnyRanch.com
(You don’t have to be on TV.)

**NOW HIRING DANCERS**
21+ for Pirate’s Cove and dancers
18+ for Assets, Glimmers, King’s Wild, Nicoli St. Clubhouse & Riverside Corral.
Call (503) 268-7429

**XPOSE**
Now hiring dancers & staff
Contact Heather’s Angels
(503) 680-1538
www.PDXAngels.com

**INTERESTED IN ADULT FETISH MODELING?**
Please text or call (503) 896-6689
Competitive rates • Safe environment • Cash paid

---

**WHERE HOT GUYS MEET**
Browse ads & reply FREE!
Send messages Free!
Portland (503) 299-9911
Seattle (206) 877-0877
Use FREE code 3210

**DUNGEON SPACE LEASE**
Close-in SE Portland.
Large, ground-floor space in building housing other adult business tenants.
2 restrooms, storage, available now (503) 577-5076

**SELF-DEFENSE CLASSES**
For dancers and/or staff, reading body language, joint manipulation, less abrasive defense strategies, establishing boundaries. Individual and group lessons, professionally licensed and certified instructor.
Call or text (971) 832-9541

**HYPNOX PHOTOGRAPHY**
WWW.HYPNOX.COM - (206) 226-3853

---

**HYPNOX PHOTOGRAPHY**
ALTERNATIVE
EROTIC
FETISH
EVENTS
PORTRAITS
FASHION
MUSIC
PORTFOLIOS
HEADSHOTS

---

**CASA DIABLO = $$$$ MONEY $$$$**

---

**Dancers, Are You Tired Of The Scheduling Hassles?**
**Tired Of Fines? Work Whenever The Fuck You Want! Auditions Daily, Any Time.**

---

**CASA DIABLO = $$$$ MONEY $$$$**
ATTENTION DANCERS

WE PAY A WEEKLY SALARY OF $450!
RELAX ON BEAUTIFUL WHITE SAND BEACHES,
OVERLOOKING CRYSTAL CLEAR OCEAN WATERS!

FREE HOUSING AVAILABLE!
CALL TODAY...
671-688-5235

FREE ROUND-TRIP AIRFARE!
GUAM'S CLUB USA SHOWCLUB OFFERS ENTERTAINERS
THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME!

DANCE & DRINK COMMISSIONS, PLUS TIPS PAID TO YOU NIGHTLY!

WWW.CLUBUSA GUAM.COM • EMAIL US AT PAT@CLUBUSA GUAM.COM • 671-688-5235
1270 N MARINE CORPS DR • PMB 781 SUITE 101 • TAMUNING, GUAM U.S.A. 96913

GUAM'S #1 IN ADULT ENTERTAINMENT!
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These past 365 days, saw us through another media cycle of headlines and events: marijuana became legal in Washington and Colorado and sixteen U.S. states now recognize same-sex marriage. Kim Kardashian was pregnant for what felt like two years, and subsequently, named her child after a compass rose. The Obama administration suffered the biggest website tangle in a decade, and children everywhere wondered who the heck was Nelson Mandela? Yet, a lot of other things happened that didn’t earn airtime with the major networks. May we present to you, a look at some of the best and worst news in sex worker history for 2013.

January: Texas Senator, Bill Zedler, proposes name badges for sex workers and adult business employees. Despite having allegedly visited a strip club “once in college”, the 69-year-old Republican claimed he had a solution to minimizing exploitation of workers. Mandated name tags! The proposed badges, would allow customers to see that strippers and porn shop employees were indeed named human beings, and legally permitted to operate at their job sites—as if this has anything to do with human trafficking. Need it be unnecessary to state, that this is actually the responsibility of the employer or business to copy identification and hold records in an office, rather than tagging workers as if they are cattle. Oh, you silly Texan.

February: Cerebral palsy-afflicted husband and wife advocate sexual therapy. In Perth, Australia, a couple is asking for their countries’ parliament to consider a bill which would consider sex workers a legitimate need for people with disabilities. If voted in, The National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) would cover and allow people like David Heckendorf to pay for sex. The Heckendorfs, both dependent on caregivers for feeding, bathing and dressing them, argue, “For many of us with profound physical disabilities, we need assistance with sexual release and sexual expression. We do not all have able-bodied sexual partners who can, (or are willing to) assist us to have sexual release.” In much of Europe, sexual assistance for disabled adults is already legal.

March: Psychologists finally consider the value in sex work. Relating to sexual therapy, Psychology Tomorrow magazine publishes an online article in which the correlation between therapist and prostitute is acknowledged. It turns out; people need a release, whether it’s coital or cognitive. "It's difficult not to continue the comparison between the goals and techniques of these sex workers and of psychotherapists — empathy, compassion, communication and connection, self-knowledge, affirmation and a corrective experience. Both experiences take place within a suspended reality, where the relationship is limited to a prescribed time and place," writes Stanley Siegel, psychotherapist.

April: An “aspiring serial killer” kills himself. While waiting to be tried for the brutal murder of two prostitutes, 27-year-old Derek Richardson did the world a favor. The Kansas City, Missouri, defendant died as a result of an unspecified suicide attempt and his organs were cultivated for donation. Richardson’s victims were killed during sex acts and left on graveled roads. Perhaps it’s inhumane to be pleased, but Prosecutor Daniel White claims, “The suicide saved taxpayers hundreds of thousands of dollars and maybe more,” by avoiding a trial and appeals process.

May/June: Brooklyn prosecutors recommend police officers to stop using condoms as evidence in prostitution cases. The paradox is this: health experts recommend safe sex practices, yet carrying barrier methods, i.e. condoms, can be considered proof of illegal activity, i.e paying for sex. While some districts do not allow dick wrappers as damning evidence, nearly 600 arrests in Brooklyn each year undoubtedly slow down the judicial system. “Because of public health policy considerations, it is now the practice of the Manhattan D.A.’s office, to not introduce condoms as evidence in individual loitering for prostitution or prostitution cases,” said Erin M. Duggan, the chief spokeswoman for the office. But, the city’s district attorneys said they would continue to view condoms as potential evidence in trafficking cases—a charge more commonly brought on pimps.

July: Hung actor, Thomas Jane, reveals that he performed sex acts for money in his early years in Hollywood. Nope, I have never seen that show either, but it’s admirable for a hetero, mainstream male actor to admit to sex acts with men as well as women! “I was 18. I wasn’t averse to going down to Santa Monica Boulevard and letting a guy buy me a sandwich. Know what I mean? You grow up as an artist in a big city, and as James Dean said, you’re going to have one arm tied behind your back if, you don’t accept people’s sexual flavors.” Stigma be damned—Hollywood actor, I applaud you!

September: Zurich opens their “hooker driv- ins.” These efficiently-designed and relatively-private outdoor structures mimic the look of a do-it-yourself car wash, yet allow for safer, legal sexxivities. Placards, condom dispensers and a safety side-exit for the prostitute are included in the smart design. Recent studies in Germany determined that many street workers are endangered mothers and attempts to make sex work safer are commendable. The rules? "Just one man per car, no bikes or motorcycles, no filming, and of course, no littering."

October: Hung actor, Thomas Jane, says he never blew dudes and, “I’m not gay!” Ah, dammit. Thomas Jane says he was misquoted and that he was never paid for penis play.

November: French lawmakers propose to fine clients of prostitutes. In a country that does not criminalize street walkers, parliament officials have drafted a bill which would allow for taxing the Johns—which prostitutes and advocates claim will endanger their safety. "The prostitutes will be forced to hide,” says one, “When the police see a man approach a prostitute, they will fine the client. It will change everything.” The opposition to the bill claims that conducting their work in the privacy of clients’ homes, puts them at a higher risk for violence.

December: Portland Stripper organizes homeless charity drive. Calling it “Nudes for the Needy.” This event was hosted by pole dancer Soren High at Luchador bar on N. Albina, where the strippers and civilians met to sew blankets, and donate toiletries and goods, to be distributed to those who call the streets their home.
look at some of the best and worst news major networks. May we present to you, a happened that didn’t earn airtime with the everywhere wondered who the heck was website tangle in a decade, and children administration suffered the biggest child after a compass rose. The Obama assist us to have sexual release. “In much expression. We do not all have able-bodied profound physical disabilities, we need dressing them, argue, “For many of us with caregivers for feeding, bathing and sex. The Heckendorfs, both dependent Heckendorf to pay for and experience would cover and allow people like David Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) with disabilities. If voted in, The National workers a legitimate need for people consider a bill which would consider sex therapy. In Perth, Australia, a couple is husband and wife advocate sexual they are cattle. Oh, you silly Texan. identification and hold records in an the employer or business to copy this is actually the responsibility of Need it be unnecessary to state, that operate at their job sites—as if this has human beings, and legally permitted to customers to see that strippers and porn events: marijuana became legal in Washington and Colorado and sixteen U.S. legal in Washington and events: marijuana became legal in Washington and Colorado and sixteen U.S. legal in Washington and Colorado and sixteen U.S.

Kim Kardashian

March: An ‘aspiring serial killer’ kills April: Psychologists finally consider

May: Oregon’s first name change law goes into effect.

June: Oregonians vote on whether or not to allow people with disabilities to access the Oregon Health Authority and the Oregon Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). The National Workers’ Association (NWU) has password-protected and employer-specific files containing this information. Without password protection, access to these files is limited to full-time employees only. For example, if an employee with a disability needs to access medical records, the employee will have to provide their employer with a login and password to access the files. This is a necessary step to protect the confidentiality of sensitive information.

July: Portland’s best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

August: Portland’s best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

September: Portland’s best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

October: Portland’s best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

November: Portland’s best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

December: Portland’s best kept secret in private lingerie modeling

Cerebral palsy-afflicted sex marriage. Kim Kardashian

also, come by and see Allegra, Carmen, Jade, Jolene, Karrisa, Kymora, Olivia and Shanna!

Tommy Jane says he was

The opposition to the bill claims they will fine the client. It will change police see a man approach a prostitute, be forced to hide,” says one, “When the endangers their safety. “The prostitutes will which prostitutes and advocates claim will which would allow for taxing the johns—parliament officials have drafted a bill that does not criminalize street walkers, to fine clients of prostitutes. The suicide saved it’s inhumane to be pleased, but Prosecutor Richardson’s victims were killed during sex brutal murder of two prostitutes, 27-year-old Derek Richardson did the world a favor. Former Kansas City, Missouri, defendant died himself

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS

- **May 2022:**
  - **January:**
  - **February:**
  - **March:**
  - **April:**
  - **May:**
  - **June:**
  - **July:**
  - **August:**
  - **September:**
  - **October:**
  - **November:**
  - **December:**

Tommy Jane says he was
Come get lucky!

LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE
LOTTERY - COCKTAILS - DANCERS - FINE FOOD - POKER

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM!
@LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE
#LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE

OPEN 365 DAYS A YEAR

LUCKY DEVIL LOUNGE • 633 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 206-7350 • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
NOW HIRING TALENTED ENTERTAINERS • EMAIL PICS AND AVAILABILITY TO SHIFTS@DANCERBOOKING.COM

WWW.LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE.COM | WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/LUCKYDEVILLOUNGE

Scarlett
FLESH
Exotic Wear
330 SW 3RD AVE
503-227-1527
(Located Downtown)
OPEN 6PM TO 3AM DAILY

Follow Us
On Instagram
@FleshExoticWear
For 20% Off
All Merchandise

Shoes,
Dancewear
And More!

Ryder
From
Golden Dragon
The Golden Dragon
Exotic Club
324 SW 3rd Ave / Located Downtown / 503-274-1900
Open Daily / 6PM-Sunrise
GoldenDragonPDX.com
facebook.com/GoldenDragonClub

NOW, WITH JUST A $5 COVER

Cum Check Out
Our Happy Hour!

$15 Lap Dances From 6PM-10PM!

Amateur Night Every Night @ 3AM
With Cash Prizes!

Free Admission
For All Ladies

Getting Dirtier,
Just For You!

Megan
EXOTIC MAGAZINE | xmag.com

5 PRIVATE DANCES GIVEN AWAY EVERY NIGHT • OVER 40 DANCERS EVERY WEEK • OVER 7 TOPLESS BARSTENDERS

5 CHANCES TO WIN!
FREE $40 PRIVATE DANCES!
WWW.BLACKCAULDRON.NET

OPEN 11AM - 2:30AM DAILY

BLACK CAULDRON

EXOTIC DANCERS IN PORTLAND!

THE HOTTEST 5 DANCERS

WE ARE THE ONLY ONE

BEST PRIVATE DANCES IN PORTLAND

F E AT U R I N G P O R T L A N D’ S HOTTEST DANCERS

Dancer of the Month
January 2014

Exotic Magazine
503.265.8929

16015 SE Stark St | Portland, OR 97233
Hiring Pretty Faces w/ Hot Bodies • 18+, No Experience Necessary • Additions Every Friday & Saturday 5pm-8pm

Featuring Portland's Hottest Dancers

Best Private Dances in Portland

Johnny Diablos

Dine & Drink

52
13-YEAR ANNIVERSARY PARTY!
SATURDAY, JANUARY 25
FEATURING TOXIC
PERFORMING LIVE!

NOW HIRING SEXY AND CLASSY ENTERTAINERS 18 & OVER

COME WORK WITH THE CLUBS THAT WORK WITH YOU! FOR PALLAS CLUB, CALL (503) 477-3448 & FOR DREAM ON SALOON, CALL JERSEY (503) 422-3655 - *MINORS’ AUDITIONS ONLY AT PALLAS

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE & FREE USE OF TANNING BED AT PALLAS FOR HOUSE ENTERTAINERS
We're Different!

10 PRIVATE DANCES GIVEN AWAY EVERY WEEK
BEST PRIVATE DANCES IN PORTLAND
OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
OVER 75 DANCERS EVERY WEEK
13 TOPLESS BARTENDERS

We Hire Only The Hottest Dancers In Portland!

Auditions Every Wednesday & Thursday 5PM-8PM
2839 NW ST HELENS RD · PORTLAND · WWW.CASADIABLO.COM · (503) 222-6600
STRIPPER BOWL PARTY FEBRUARY 2 · XBOX 1 & TABLET GIVEAWAY

AT EACH LOCATION

HEAT
Where Steamy, Hot Girls Make Your Dreams Come True!

NEW, LONGER HAPPY HOUR
10:30AM - 7PM DAILY
REALLY UNBELIEVABLE PRICES! NO, REALLY!

Wild Wednesdays
DROP IN WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
8PM-10PM FOR OUR FAMOUS BEER SPECIAL
YOU KNOW WHAT WE MEAN!

DOUBLE TROUBLE THURSDAYS
2-GIRL SHOWS

OUR SERVERS TAKE THEIR TOPS DOWN EVERY TUESDAY
ALL TOP-SHELF LIQUOR REDUCED
BETWEEN 10PM-MIDNIGHT

PDX STRIPPERS’ WINNER
BEST COOK: JEFFREY

PDX STRIPPES’ WINNERS
BEST BARTENDER: KERRY
BEST FLOOR WORK: TRINITY
BEST WAITRESS: MEL
BEST DJ: CHRIS

HOME OF THE COVERGIRLS & PORTLAND’S PREMIER TOTALLY-NUDE BAR!
FIRST & STILL THE BEST!

Covergirl Dance Contest
WEDNESDAY, JAN 15

HAPPY HOUR BLOWOUT
10:30AM - 5PM DAILY

2-FOR-TUESDAYS
2-GIRL SHOWS

FOR AUDITIONS,
CALL 503-619-5602

12131 SE Holgate Blvd · Portland, OR 97266 · 503-762-2857 · 10:30AM - 2:30AM Daily

www.HeatGentlemensClub.com
BEAVERTON
503.350.0868 • 4570 SW LOMBARD AVE • 97005

PAJAMA PARTY
THURSDAY, JANUARY 16
SPECIAL PILLOW FIGHT STAGE SETS
WEAR PJs AND GET IN FREE!

BLAZING SUNDAYS
BASKETBALL GAMES
SHOW AN NBA GAME STUB AND GET IN FREE!

SALEM
503.370.8853 • 1850 WESTON CT NE • 97301

DEALS ON MEALS!
STARTING AT 6PM
MON - FREE PRIME RIB W/ $5 COVER
TUE - 50% TACOS & TEQUILA SPECIALS
WED - 50% WINGS & WHISKEY SPECIALS
THU - $10 OFF SURF & TURF DINNER
FRI - $5 OFF ANY STEAK
SAT - $2 OFF ANY BURGER
SUN - $1.75 OFF ALL APPETIZERS

BRIDGEPORT
503.726.2403 • 17539 SW MCEWAN RD • 97224

DONATE A BLANKET/SLEEPING
BAG PARTY
SATURDAY, JANUARY 11
DONATE A SLEEPING BAG OR BLANKET AND GET IN FREE!
ALL DONATIONS WILL BE GIVEN TO THE LOCAL HOMELESS

FREE PIZZA BUFFET
TUESDAY NIGHTS 6PM-9PM
WITH PAID ADMISSION

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE!
WWW.STARSCABARET.COM
NOW HIRING TOP NW ENTERTAINERS AND STAFF. APPLY IN PERSON AT ALL LOCATIONS.

FREE PRIME RIB
6-9PM W/ PAID ADMISSION
MONDAYS @ Stars Salem